Provincetown Public Pier Corporation (PPPC)
Judge Welsh Room - Town Hall
Meeting Minutes of Thursday, November 8, 2012
Members present: Lee Ash, Rich Wood, Carlos Verde, Ginny Binder and Scott Fraser.
Members absent: Rex McKinsey (Pier Manager/Harbormaster) (excused).
Other Attendees: Ellen C. Battaglini (Recording Secretary).

Chair Lee Ash called the Public Meeting to order at 5:05 P.M.
LA reminded Board that Rex was not at the meeting and any personnel issue should be
discussed at an Executive Session.
LA announced that Board was scheduled to report back to Board of Selectmen on
Tuesday, November 13th, but the BOS requested that the meeting be changed to the 26th
as RM would not be able to attend the meeting on the 13th.

AGENDA
Public Statements
None.

Special Agenda Items
Report to BOS on MPO program – The BOS has received a copy of the Board’s report.
Looking for any further comments.
GB asked if Board wanted to schedule a meeting before the 26th.
CV didn’t see any mention of life rings in report.
RW said BOS looking for more information re funding and other companies to deal with.
A figure of $6500 was mentioned at BOS meeting.
LA will check in with Chief Jaran about getting more information re life rings before
BOS meeting.
GB suggested getting BOS preliminary feedback or questions to the Board so it can be
addressed.
RW asked if Board was willing to spend $6500.

SF replied that this issue is example of why Board has to clarify financial relationship
with Town re Pier.
CV suggested paying for rings and moving forward.
RW agrees with SF. Should figure out policy and stick to it.
LA thinks Board should proceed and then ask Town to contribute.
SF disagrees.
GB suggests devising a protocol re physical plant spending and establishing a threshold
under which the Board will pay for equipment that it decides is for the greater good,
whether or not there is a reimbursement.
SF thinks Board needs protocol and procedure for improvements to Pier and should
establish a benchmark, like $10,000, that could be spent where there is a clear public
safety issue.
RW suggested Pier Corp should offer to split in half.
SF agrees with GB to set a limit for expenditures, as Board is responsible for public
safety on Pier. Then go to BOS and make a case that it is their responsibility too. They
can decide to contribute to expense or not.
CV believes life rings is a good public safety investment.
A motion was made to approve the expenditure of $6500, or an amount approximate
thereto, for the purchase of life rings for the Pier and to install them as soon as
possible and that Director Binder and Fraser be tasked with preparing a motion to
determine the limit of expenditures as discussed above.
Motion: Scott Fraser

2nd: Ginny Binder

Vote:
Yes: 5

A: 0

No: 0

Motion Passes.
SF raised issue of Provincetown Police Department wanting to change the HM boat to
read ‘Police’ and not ‘Harbormaster’. Asked if Town owned the boat or Pier Corp. Pier
Corp pays for maintenance and repair of boat. Learned from HM that Town owns both
HM boats, but boats handed over to Pier Corp pursuant to management agreement. Town
can change name on the boat, but HM needs a boat.

LA said that issue needed to be discussed in renewal of management agreement next
year.
CV stated that Board never voted on moving the MPO program forward from this date
onward. Does Board support the program? Positive things said at BOS meeting, but
negative things written in report.
LA said Board agreed to advise BOS that the program should be continued, but issues
needed to be addressed.
RW recalled discussing that the program should move forward as a pilot program or as
not a pilot program. After some discussion, it was voted to move forward with program
provided that certain issues were addressed. Doesn’t care if lettering on boat is changed,
but felt there was constant foot-dragging by HM Office on that and other issues. If MPOs
are doing Harbor patrols, as stated in the report as MPO and AHM operational duty
procedures draft, why shouldn’t ‘Police’ be on the boat? Some confusion about how long
MPOs would be working in the shoulder seasons. The full time MPO was supposed to
work until October 31st and two AHMs would work until working until October 31st. An
August vote was taken to have seasonal MPOs work until October 31st in lieu of two
AHMs.
SF requested returning to his original concern re labeling on HM boat. And is HM now
only concerned with Pier and the MPOs are responsible for doing all Harbor patrols? Not
his recollection that original motive was to have MPOs on Pier. Police presence was
brought to Pier to deal with issues re tenants and squid fishers and to remind some people
how to act in a public place. Thinks that confining HM to the office is totally against
what was voted on. MPO should not be running Harbor and if that is what is meant by
continuing the program, he is against it.
LA explained that the draft of MPO duties referred to by SF was compiled by a working
group comprised of several Board members, the Chief, the Lieutenant and the TM.
CV said program was to free up AHM time for maintenance and for public safety. With
patrolling the Pier comes patrolling the Harbor. If MPOs on vessel, the public should be
aware that they are in the boat patrolling the Harbor.
RW said his understanding was that majority of Harbor patrolling was to be done by
MPOs and the Pier was to be covered by MPOs and AHMs.
SF only concerned about how the program will operate in the future. Issues need to be
addressed as to what will be continued and what will not. Focus on program for next
season. This season was an experiment and need to figure out what was learned. Not
productive to rehash past.
GB agrees with SF. Detail of pilot program needs to be refined. Not in favor of moving
forward without clarity, specificity or definition. Board is obviously not in agreement re

program. Suggested continuing a pilot study and then spend winter evaluating aspects of
program to determine what was worthy and what was not. Most heartening to her was
when Coast Guard and Chief thought the program could be a model project for other
communities. At the same time, her concern is that the Board is clear about role of AHMs
vs. MPOs. Main problems to solve on Pier were re law enforcement and traffic control
issues, both public safety issues, and the public perception of Pier by residents and
visitors.
CV thinks there are individuals who are trying to derail the program because of
accountability issues. Thinks some people are hypocritical about program.
LA said her statement in the report is as an individual, not as Chair. Doesn’t perceive
derailment, but only concerns and ideas for improvement. Discussion by Board is
important, but thinks the majority thinks it worthy and wants it to continue.
RW looks for success and expectations are high and agrees with concerns for going
forward. Need 100% cooperation and participation. Thinks that there has been footdragging on part of HM Office and that Board should be aware of.
SF said that personnel issues should not be discussed in public meeting.
LA will advise on date of Executive Session.
GB suggested that LA inform BOS that any questions should be submitted to the Board
by a date certain.
LA will advise Board by e-mail.
Board agreed to hold another meeting before BOS meeting. Monday, November 19th was
agreed upon.
SF suggested seeing as how this discussion is related to Pier Corp relationship with
Town, in that the Board will be meeting with the BOS to discuss a program in partnership
with PPD in MPO program, that at the next meeting it would be productive to discuss the
report and how the Board will go forward in structuring its relationship with the Town.
Does an Executive Session allow that type of meeting?
LA planned to introduce what is involved in the management agreement discussion at
next meeting. Some of what is involved in MPO program overlaps into upcoming
contract negotiations with Town. She would then ask Board members to think about areas
of negotiations. Assumes solidarity around support for program has to do with budgeting
for next season and how it will affect HM staff.
SF seems that an Executive Session would make sense because if Board tells the BOS
that it supports the program contingent upon working out some issues, it has to be able to
explain those issues and the BOS needs to decide whether those contingencies can be

met, after which a discussion will occur. This, in his view, is a negotiation with Town. It
is also a negotiation because it involves a redefinition of the role of the HM and the PPD
in the Harbor. Existing agreement with the Town is clear on that subject. Therefore if
Board is engaged in that discussion, it is a renegotiation of the terms of the agreement.
Matters discussed are relevant to the management contract and should be discussed in
Executive Session.
LA recalled that when Board met before the BOS meeting that it was agreed that the
MPO program was supported, but didn’t involved contingencies that if not worked out
would mean the Board did not want the program to move forward. Her understanding is
that the Board supported the program but hoped that the issues of concern would be
worked out as the program evolved.
CV said that Board shouldn’t get into negotiations and the report states concerns of Board
and contains information requested by the BOS.
RW agrees with SF about the Board going into Executive Session to discuss the MPO
program because it is part of ongoing discussion with Town re management agreement.
GB thinks Executive Session should be about what is in management agreement and how
things such as expenditure and the MPO program can be enshrined and optimized
through the proper management agreement. Board should be discussing how to create
greater effectiveness now that there is some experience with these matters.
LA will take those requests under consideration when scheduling the Executive Session.
Board should plan on a meeting on Monday, November 19th and there may need to be
something else in addition to that.

Working Group Reports
None.

Directors’ Statements
Rich Wood: RW was impressed with HM staff during Hurricane Sandy and the most
recent storm.
Ginny Binder: Agreed with RW’s statement and the other measures Town and HM
officials undertook to assure public safety during hurricane.
Carlos Verde: Still looking for information on tenants’ fees. Agreed with RW and GB.
Pier came apart and got put back together quickly.

Scott Fraser: As he was not present at the last meeting, he would like to comment on
The Banner article, the letter to the editor by Malcolm Hunter and public statements by
the TM and Chief at that meeting. He requested that his letter be entered into the record
and a copy be made available at HM Office. He disagreed with public statements and
objected to the Chief’s accusation of neglect of duty re HM and of obstructing the
mooring mapping project. Chief also accused the HM of withholding information from
the Board, the Chief, the MPO, the TM and the Town, all serious charge and said he was
alarmed by HM knowledge of Mr. Hunter’s letter and that HM withheld information
because no one asked him for it. TM backed up what the Chief said and complained that
everyone was not on the same page. LA called a halt to the proceedings because issues
discussed were related to personnel and could not be discussed in a public meeting. HM
tried to defend himself and LA did not let him speak. Both Chief and TM urged Board to
hold an Executive Session as soon as possible. Questioned Chief and TM motives in
raising this issue at a public meeting, as they both know the rules re discussion of
personnel issues. Could have discussed with Chair privately or in writing to Chair
requesting that she convene an Executive Session. LA would then go to the Board. Chief
got to make his allegations, backed by the TM, in public without any refutation by the
HM. Allegations sit in public consciousness before anything can be done. Seeks clarity as
to how the mooring mapping project was initiated, who was responsible for it and what
the HM is being accused of. Chief mentioned ‘neglect of duty’, one of only three things
that the TM can relieve the HM of his duties. Does TM agree with accusation? Charge
has serious consequences for HM who has held position for almost ten years. Has
researched documents on roles and authorities of people involved. Intuition tells him that
something is going on that no one is talking about and is being obfuscated. Believes that
Chief and TM want HM fired. The Board has the authority to fire HM and if Chief and
TM want that, they should publicly defend that position and appear before Board to
discuss it. He is not defending HM, but HM Office and prerogatives of Board. When HM
is gone, the PPD will take over the Harbor. Doesn’t think that is the right thing to do.
Wants to alert the Board to his suspicions. Wants his questions clarified and why BOS
chairman is requesting information re Army Corps of Engineers and mooring field. Why
was the Chief tasked with this project? He reviewed how harbors are handled in the
Commonwealth and why Provincetown is different from other harbors and how the Pier
Corp is involved. Reviewed authority that Pier Corp and TM have. Pier Corp hires the
HM who is also the Pier Manager and pays his salary and that of his staff and Board
evaluates his performance. TM’s role under law is to empower the HM to act for the
Town as HM. Pier Corp can fire the HM and appoint a new one, but TM must approve
appointment. TM has power to rescind authority and relieve HM of duties, but can only
do that for three reasons. If Town relieves HM of his duties for one of those, then
management agreement between Town and Pier Corp is immediately terminated. TM
cannot terminate the employment of the person who is now HM, but can rescind his
authority, however he still remains an employee of the Board. Only the Board can fire
him and appoint someone else to act as Pier Manager. If TM believes HM performance is
unsatisfactory, she is obligated to bring that issue to the Board. TM was acknowledging
the authority of the Board to act when she made public statement and called for
Executive Session. HM is permitted by law to administer and manage the mooring field.
HM has many and varied duties under management agreement. Wants to know why TM

appointed PPD to map the mooring field. Chief is accusing HM of neglect in his duties of
managing and administering the mooring field. We have mooring data in Access database
on HM computers and Town has same information. Mr. Hunter was right in his criticism
of the mapping project and that didn’t reflect well on the performance of the HM, the
Board or the Chief. Troubled by the actions and attitude of Chief, who stated at the
beginning of the program, to the Board, that he was not interested in taking over the HM
Office and repeated it again to the Board at last meeting. Thinks Chief needs to assure the
Board that his intention is not to take over HM Office. Doesn’t think that the PPD taking
over HM Office is in best interest of Pier Corp or Town. Will vote against MPO program,
despite its benefits, if Chief continues to discredit the HM and use MPO program to
insinuate the PPD into the HM Office. Other ways to achieve those benefits without PPD
taking over HM Office.
Lee Ash: Any Board member who wants to make a lengthy statement in the future
should give her a heads-up and welcomes any input.
LA wanted to know if the Board wanted to take up the issue of purchasing the Animal
Control vehicle. The Board agreed to postpone the agenda item.
CV commented re SF’s statement and asked if Board members get the same opportunity
to air some issues out.
LA suggested that any discussion on statements be at another meeting.
RW wanted the opportunity to say more tonight.
GB fundamentally disagreed with Directors responding to each other’s statements. SF’s
statement was thorough, cohesive and cogent. Would like to consider it and come back at
another meeting to make a statement related to it, but acknowledges his effort. Might
want to create an agenda item to discuss the issue further.
RW wanted to clarify his position on the issue.
LA would prefer to weigh in with a prepared remark rather than respond to a Director’s
statement. Would prefer that Directors prepare statements for next meeting, but are free
to make statements now.
RW felt that use of word ‘smokescreen’ applied to him. He has been clear about his
feelings on issue and has put them in writing. He is not putting up smoke about his
desires are re HM, Pier Manager and Board, etc. and will address those issues in
Executive Session.
CV thinks personal relationships of some people on Board sway one person one way and
another person another way and there is a lot of protection from individuals not on Board.
He, too, felt that some things in SF’s statement applied to him. He wants to get to the
bottom of things and always says just what he means. If he has a problem with someone,

he will articulate it. Taken aback by length of statement. The mooring project was
initiated by Town Meeting. He will prepare a proper public statement and want time to
express his opinion.
SF clarified that nothing in his statement pertained to any Board member.

New Business
PPPC purchase of used Canine Patrol vehicle - Postponed.
Motion to adjourn @ 7:00 P.M.
Motion: Ginny Binder
Vote:
Yes: 5

2nd: Carlos Verde

No: 0

Motion Passes.
Respectfully submitted,
Ellen C. Battaglini
PPPC Administrative Assistant
___________________________________________
Lee Ash, Chair

ATTACHMENTS

